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A subgraph F of a graph G is called a star-subgraph if each component of F is a star. In this 
note we show that the mirfimum number of star-subgraphs that partition the edges of 
K2,,-1.2,,-1 or Kz~.2~, respectively, is n + 2. 
The notions of star-subgraph and star-index are introduced by Akiyama and 
Kano in [1]. A subgraph F of a graph G is called a star-subgraph if each 
component of F is a star. Here by a star, we mean a complete bipartite graph of 
the form Kl,m with m I> 1. The star-index of G, denoted by *(G), is the minimum 
number of star-subgraphs that partition the edges of G. Kano posed the following 
question verbally: 
"What is the star-index of a complete bipartite graph?" 
In this paper, we show: 
Theorem. *(K2,,_l,z~_l) = *(K2,,,2,,) =n  + 2, n~>4. 
In order to prove this result, it clearly suffices to prove the following two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 1. *(g2n-1,2n-1)  ~ n + 2, n ~ 4. 
Lemma 2. *(g2n+2,2n) ~ n + 2, n ~> 2. 
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Proof of Lemma 1. We proceed by induction. By way of contradiction, suppose 
that there exists a decomposition 
n+l  
E(K2n-e,2n-1) -" U F/ 
i=1 
of the edge set E(K2~_,,2~_~) such that each (F/) is a star-subgraph. For each i, 
let Sij, S i ,2 , . . . ,  Si,k, be the connected components of (F/), and, for each 
1 ~< h ~< ki, let Vi.h be a vertex of Si,h for which the degree in Si.h is maximum, and 
set W/= {Vi,h ] 1 <~ h <~ ki}. (Unless Si,h ~- K~,~, V~,h is what is called the center of 
Si,h.) Let X denote the set of all vertices x such that x belongs to only one of the 
W~. We first remark that if e e F/, then exactly one of the endpoints of e belongs to 
w/. 
We next argue that IX n W~l ~< 1, 1 ~< i ~< n + 1. By way of contradiction, 
suppose that x, y e W~, x :~ y, and let S and T be the connected components of 
(F~) containing x and y, respectively. Let V(K2n-l,2n-x)=A U B be the biparti- 
tion of K2~_~,2~-~. We may assume x, y e A, for if x and y were adjacent, then the 
edge xy could not belong to any of the Fj by the above remark, which would be 
absurd. Since the numbers of the edges of Fj incident o x and y, respectively, are 
both at most 1 for all j ¢ i, IV(S) n B[ and [V(T) n B I are at least (2n - 1) - n = 
n - 1. Consequently, if we set 
U= ((V(S)  n B) u (V(T)  O B)) u (A - {x, y}), 
(U) contains g2n_3,2n_ 3. Since the Fj, j ~: i, must cover the edges of (U) ,  this 
contradicts the inductive hypothesis. Thus Ixnw/l <l for all i, and so 
IX[ ~ n + 1. Since each vertex belongs to at least one of the V¢~, 
n+l  
~, ki 1> 2 Iv(g -l, -31- Ixl i> 7n - 5. 
i=l 
Hence 
n + 1 n+l  
IF, I ki)  
i = 1 i=1 
~< (n + 1)(an - 2) - (7n - 5) 
< an 2 - an + 1 = 
This contradiction proves the Lemma. [] 
Proof  o f  Lemma 2.  Let  
V(K2,,+z,~) = {ui, vi I 0 <~ i <<- n } U {xi, Yi I 1 <~ i <<- n } 
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be the bipartition of K2n+2,2n. Set 
Fk = {UkYi, l}kXi I1 <~ i <~ n, i ~ k) O {UiXk, l l jy k I o~j  ~<n, j ~ k}, 
k=l , . . . ,n  
F,,+I = {uoYi, uixi, vixi I 1 <~i ~<n}, 
Fn+2 = (VoXi, uiYi, viYi I 1 <~ i <~ n}. 
Then this decomposition yields the desired upper bound. [] 
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